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1. A pure compliance-based approach to enterprise-wide digital governance and operational 
process controls poses a risk to an infrastructure asset intensive organisation. 
2. The problems and risks associated with the integration of IT and control systems are common 
amongst infrastructure asset intensive organisations from different industries. 
3. Digital technology related problems pose a lower risk to enterprise-wide infrastructure asset 
information management, than process and people related problems. 
4. Infrastructure asset management decision making requires a single enterprise-wide view of 
digital technology and asset information. 
5. The acceptance and success of enterprise-wide digital governance depends partially on a 
balanced risk-based digital governance approach that goes beyond compliance. 
6. Building trust between the segregated digital functions of the organisation is an essential 
prerequisite for the successful implementation of the new way of digital governance. 
7. A digital steering committee is central to enterprise-wide digital governance, but should also 
fulfill the role of change coalition for the transition. 
8. Using and/or adapting the Rand Water Way will enable any infrastructure asset intensive 
organisation to mitigate the associated high risk scenarios in a cost effective manner. 
9. The Rand Water Way is a unique artefact that addresses a gap in literature regarding digital 
governance for infrastructure asset intensive organisations. 
10. Change is inevitable, except from a vending machine. 
